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enTIRE PressureNet is our latest offering, saving 

your tyres, fuel and time.   enTIRE PressureNet 

utilising enTIRE Technologies and Advantage 

PressurePro ™ equipment is a simple to operate yet 

invaluable tool in managing the tyre pressures within 

your fleet. 

 

The system works by constantly checking the 

pressures of the tyres on your vehicles.  Readings are 

sent back to the server and stored within a database 

 

Reduce Physical Inspections of tyre pressures 

With enTIRE PressureNet you can reduce or even 

eliminate the majority of your manual pressure 

checks.  The system will send you alerts regarding out 

of range pressures that you can respond to directly, 

instead of checking your whole fleet. 

 

No communication costs 

A big advantage of enTIRE PressureNet is that it 

can communicate with your Wi-Fi network directly (or 

optionally the lan port in some in vehicle comms 

devices), therefore bypassing telecommunications 

carriers altogether.   

 

Simple to Install 

Our system is simple to install, as the sensors are 

external to the tyre.   Minimal hardware is required 

within the cabin of the vehicle to collect the data and 

send back to the processing server. 

 

Regular Summary Email 

You will receive a regular summary email at a 

frequency that you choose, advising you of the status 

of your fleet at that point in time, including a 

summary of issues since the last summary. 

 

Alerts 

Alerts are sent to you as soon as out of range data is 

obtained by our server.  The alert contains the 

information necessary to allow you to take immediate 

corrective action.  Alerts are currently email based 

and will soon also extend to sms. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 - enTIRE PressureNet Warning email for low pressure. 

Configurable Alerts 

You can configure the types of alerts received for each 

user of the system. 

 

Simple, Clear history of your pressures 

A website is provided that shows a simple history of 

the pressures on each vehicle, over time to show 

trends on ‘problem’ vehicles. 
 

 
Figure 2 - enTIRE PressureNet Web Interface 

Connects into the award winning enTIRE Tyre & Rim 

Management System 

enTIRE PressureNet can communicate directly with 

enTIRE Wheels to allows you to see your pressure 

readings directly from enTIRE.  Further to this 

recommended pressures set within enTIRE will be 

communicated back to enTIRE PressureNet to set 

alerting parameters. 


